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Chapter 1: Introdution

The enormous suess of wireless tehnology has generated an explosive inrease in the

demand for radio spetrum. However, spetrum supply has not kept pae with this

demand, leading to a shortage of spetrum. Measurement based studies have indiated

that the spetrum shortage is not so muh due to the sarity of spetrum, but rather due

to the stati nature of urrent spetrum aess methods [28, 29℄. It is therefore essential

to develop new ways that an exploit the available spetrum resoures e�etively.

Federal Communiations Commission (FCC)'s foreseeable approah for solving this

spetrum shortage problem is to promote dynami spetrum aess (DSA). Essentially,

DSA improves spetrum e�ieny by allowing unliensed or seondary users (SUs) to

exploit unused liensed spetrum, but in a manner that limits interferene to liensed or

primary users (PUs). DSA requires that SUs sense any liensed spetrum band prior to

using it to hek whether the band is vaant. When the band is vaant, SUs an then use

it opportunistially, in that upon the return of any PUs, they must immediately vaate

the band.

DSA has reated tremendous researh interests that resulted in numerous works

on protool and algorithm design [13, 26, 36, 45℄, arhitetures and management strate-

gies [7, 11, 15, 16, 30, 43℄, and spetrum sensing tehniques [18, 19, 31, 44℄. Researh e�orts

have also been given to the development of adaptive tehniques that also promote e�e-

tive DSA �rst by onstruting models that an predit the dynamis of the environment,

and then, by using these models to adjust to the environment's behaviors so as to max-

imize the performane [4, 8, 21, 24, 25, 38℄. The issue, however, is that DSA gives rise to

unique harateristis, making it too di�ult to onstrut models that an predit its en-

vironment's dynamis without making assumptions about the environment itself. These

assumptions are often unrealisti, leading to an inaurate predition.

Learning-based tehniques that do not require models, but an still learn through their

interations with the environment are partiularly well suited to DSA, and onsequently,
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have reently attrated the fous of many researhers [5, 14, 22, 23, 39, 40℄. Instead of

using models, learning-based tehniques rely on learning algorithms (e.g., reinforement

learners [34, 35℄ and evolving neuro-ontrollers [1, 6℄) to learn from past and present inter-

ation experiene to deide what to do best in the future. In essene, learning algorithms

allow SUs to learn by interating with the environment, and use their aquired knowledge

to selet the proper ations that maximize their own (often sel�sh) objetive funtions,

thereby �hopefully� maximizing their long-term umulative reeived rewards.

However, when SUs' objetive funtions are not arefully oordinated, learning algo-

rithms an lead to poor performane in terms of the SUs' long-term reeived rewards.

In other words, when SUs aim to maximize these not so arefully designed objetive

funtions, their olletive behavior often leads to worsening eah other's long-term umu-

lative rewards. It is, therefore, imperative that objetive funtions be designed arefully

so that when SUs maximize them, their olletive behavior does not result in worsening

eah other's performane.

In this thesis, we develop oordination tehniques that maximize the ahievable re-

wards of SUs' inelasti tra� in large-sale DSA networks. We investigate the use of

di�erene objetive funtions, whih have been suessfully applied to other system do-

mains, suh as ontrolling multi-robot systems [3℄ and regulating air tra� �ow [37℄, and

are shown to perform well in these systems. For our DSA system, we spei�ally derive

distributed and salable objetive funtions that SUs an aim to maximize, and that by

doing so, SUs' olletive behavior also leads to good overall system performane, thus

maximizing eah SU's long-term umulative reeived rewards. We onsider a DSA net-

work with several bands and a large number of SUs, all ontinuously seeking and using

unused spetrum bands. By means of any learning algorithm, SUs an maximize the

derived objetive funtions to ensure that they ahieve high performanes in terms of the

long-term average reeived rewards. We show that the proposed objetive funtions (i)

allow SUs to ahieve high rewards, (ii) perform well in systems with a small as well as a

large number of SUs, (iii) allow SUs to reah up high rewards very quikly, and (iv) are

implementable in a deentralized manner by relying on loal information only.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the model,

desribe the motivation, and state the objetive of this work. In Chapter 3, we present our

proposed objetive funtions. In Chapter 4, we derive the optimal/theoretial distribution

of SUs aross the available bands. We evaluate the performanes of the proposed funtions
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in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 disusses some pratial/implementation aspets of the proposed

tehniques. We present the related works in Chapter 7. Finally, we onlude the thesis

in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2: Model, Motivation, and Objetive

We onsider m non-overlapping spetrum bands, where eah band is assoiated with

many PUs. We also onsider a distributed DSA system, where PUs are assumed to

arrive and leave at the beginning and at the end of time slots. We assume that eah

SU implements and uses a learning algorithm (e.g., a reinforement learner [34, 35℄) to

allow it to loate and selet the best available band. When a group of two or more SUs

want to ommuniate with eah other, all members of the group must �rst selet and

swith to the same spetrum band to be able to arry out a ommuniation among them.

Throughout, these groups will also be referred to as agents.

At eah time step, eah agent using a band reeives an amount of servie that is

passed to it from that band. The reward that the agent reeives as result of using the

DSA system is a funtion of the amount of servie the agent reeives from the band.

Although the servie the system o�ers an be pereived/quanti�ed in various forms (e.g.,

data rates, reliability of the ommuniation, signal to noise ratio, paket suess rates,

et), in this work, we onsider the agent's �reeived throughput� as the servie metri.

Therefore, we an safely assume that one the agent swithes to a partiular band, it an

easily quantify the servie level that it reeives from using suh a band by measuring the

amount of throughput it reeives. The methods that agents use to quantify and measure

the servie reeived as a result of using any partiular band are beyond the sope of this

work. Throughout, let Sj represents the total amount of servie that spetrum band j

o�ers.

2.1 Inelasti Tra� Model

In this work, we onsider studying the inelasti tra� model. In this model, an agent

reeives a onstant reward if it swithes to a band o�ering a quality-of-servie (QoS) level

equal to or greater than a ertain required threshold Q, and reeives a zero (or lose to

zero) reward when the o�ered QoS level is below the threshold. This model suits well

inelasti appliations, suh as multimedia appliations, in whih reeiving a QoS level
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less than what is required (i.e., Q) is not aeptable, thus yielding a zero (or almost zero)

reward. But also, reeiving a QoS level higher than what is required is not bene�ial

either, whih explains why the reward is kept onstant. Formally, the inelasti reward,

rj(nj(t)) or simply rj(t), the spetrum band j ontributes to any agent using it at time

step t an be written as:

rj(t) =







Q if nj(t) ≤ Sj/Q

Qe
−β

nj (t)Q−Sj

Sj
otherwise

(2.1)

where nj(t) is the number of users/agents using band j at episode (time step) t, and β

is a deaying fator. Note that when the number of users using band j is greater than

cj ≡ Sj/Q, the reward dereases exponentially. This means that none of the users will

be satis�ed with the amount of servie they reeive from band j if it ontains more users

than cj (cj here represents band j's apaity; i.e., the maximum number of users that

the band an support while meeting the users' required QoS levels).

For illustration purposes, we show in Fig. 2.1 the inelasti tra� reward rj(t) on-

tributed by band j as a funtion of the number of users nj(t) using band j for β = 20

and Sj/Q = 4.

From the system's perspetive, the system or global reward an be regarded as the

sum of all agents' reeived rewards. Formally, the global reward G(t) at time step t an

be expressed as

G(t) =
m∑

j=1

nj(t)rj(t) (2.2)

where again m is the number of spetrum bands. The per-agent average reeived reward

r̄(t) at time step t an then be written as

r̄(t) =
G(t)

∑m
j=1 nj(t)

(2.3)

2.2 Learning Algorithm

Our objetive in this work is to derive distributive and salable objetive funtions for

SUs that are aligned with global system objetive, so that when SUs (i.e., agents) aim to

maximize them, they indeed lead to the maximization of the agents' long-term umulative
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Figure 2.1: Reward funtion: β = 20 and Sj/Q = 4 for all j = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

reeived rewards. Basially, by means of any learning algorithm, these objetive funtions

will enable SUs to e�iently �nd and loate spetrum opportunities, thus inreasing the

long-term ahievable rewards that eah SU an reeive from aessing the DSA network.

We want to emphasize that the fous of this thesis is not on learning, but rather

on the design of e�ient oordination tehniques that an be used by any learning algo-

rithms. However, for the purpose of evaluating our proposed tehniques, we hoose to use

throughout this work the ǫ-greedy Q-learner [34℄ with a disount rate of 0 and an ǫ value

of 0.05. Eah agent is then assumed to implement and rely on the Q-learner to maximize

the proposed objetive funtion. At the end of every episode, eah agent selets and takes

the ation with the highest entry value with probability 1 − ǫ, and selets and takes a

random ation among all possible ations with probability ǫ. After taking an ation, the

agent then omputes the reward that it reeives as a result of taking suh an ation (i.e.,

as a result of using the seleted band), and uses it to update its Q-table. A table entry

Q(a) orresponding to ation a is updated via Q(a)← (1−α)Q(a) +αu, where α (here,

the value of α is set to 0.5) is the learning rate, and u is the reeived reward from taking

ation a. All the results presented in this thesis are based on this Q-learner. Readers are
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referred to [34℄ for more details on the Q-learner.

2.3 Motivation and Objetive

The key question that arises naturally is whih objetive funtion gi should eah DSA agent

i aim to maximize so that its reeived reward is maximized? There are two intuitive

hoies that one an think of. One possible objetive funtion hoie is for eah agent

i using band j to sel�shly go after the intrinsi reward rj ontributed by the band j as

de�ned in Eq. (2.1); i.e., gi = rj for eah agent i using band j. A seond also intuitive

hoie is for eah agent to maximize the global (i.e., total) rewards reeived by all agents;

i.e., gi = G for eah agent i as de�ned in Eq. (2.2), hoping that maximizing the over-

all reeived rewards will eventually lead to maximizing every agent's long-term average

reeived rewards.

For illustration purposes, we measure and show in Fig. 2.2 the average reward r̄(t)

(measured and alulated via Eq. (2.3)) that eah agent reeives under eah of these two

private objetive funtion hoies. In this experiment, we onsider a DSA network with

500 agents and 10 bands. There are two important observations that we want to make

regarding the performane behaviors of these two objetive funtions, and that onstitute

the main motivation of this work. First, note that when agents aim to maximize their

own intrinsi rewards (i.e., gi = rj for eah agent i using band j), the per-agent average

reeived reward presents an osillating behavior: it ramps up quikly at �rst but then

drops down rapidly too, and then starts to ramp up quikly and drop down rapidly again,

and so on, whih explains as follows. With the intrinsi funtion, an agent's reward, by

design, is sensitive to its own ations, whih enables it to quikly determine the proper

ations to selet by limiting the impat of other agents' ations, thus learning about good

spetrum opportunities fast enough. However, agents' intrinsi objetives are likely not to

be aligned with one another, whih explains the sudden drop in their reeived reward right

after learning about good opportunities; i.e., right after their reeived reward beomes

high.

The seond observation is regarding the seond objetive funtion hoie, G. Observe

that, unlike the intrinsi funtion, when eah agent i sets its objetive funtion gi to

the global reward funtion G, this results in a steadier performane behavior where the

per-agent average reeived reward inreases ontinuously, but slowly. With this fun-
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Figure 2.2: Per-agent average ahieved reward r̄(t) as a funtion of episode t under the
two private objetive funtions: intrinsi hoie (gi = rj) and global hoie (gi = G) for
Q = 2, β = 2, Sj = 20 for j = 1, 2, . . . , 10.

tion hoie, agents' rewards are aligned with one another by aounting for eah other's

ations, and thus are less (or not likely to be) sensitive to the ations of any partiu-

lar agents. The alignedness feature of this funtion is the reason behind the observed

monotoni inrease in the average reeived reward. However, this monotoni inrease is

relatively slow due to the funtion's insensitivity to one's ations, leading to slow learning

rates.

Therefore, objetive funtions must be designed with two requirements in mind: (i)

alignedness; when agents maximize their own private objetives, their olletive behav-

ior should indeed result in inreasing eah agent's long-term reeived rewards, and not

in worsening them, and (ii) sensitivity; objetive funtions should be sensitive to the

agents' own ations so that proper ation seletions allow agents to learn about good

opportunities fast enough.

With this in mind, the objetive of this work is then to derive private objetive

funtions for supporting inelasti tra� in large-sale, distributed DSA networks that
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meet the following design requirements. First, they should be e�ient in that they

should enable agents to ahieve high rewards. Seond, they should be salable in that

they should perform well in DSA networks with a small as well as a large number of

agents. Third, they should be learnable in that they should enable agents to �nd and

loate spetrum opportunities quikly. Fourth, they should be distributive in that they

should be implementable in a deentralized manner. The objetive funtions that we

derive in this work meet all of these design requirements.
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Chapter 3: Seondary-User Objetive Coordination

In this hapter, we �rst begin by presenting the fatoredness and learnability onepts,

both of whih are essential for apturing as well as ensuring the two required design

properties: alignedness and sensitivity. Then, we propose e�ient objetive funtions

that meet the above design requirements.

3.1 Properties of Objetive Funtions

Again, let gi denote the funtion that DSA agent i aims to maximize as its objetive,

and that we want to derive. Let z haraterize the joint move of all DSA agents in the

system. Here, the global (total) reward, G, is a funtion of z, whih spei�es the full

system state (G an then preisely be written as G(z)). Hereafter, we use the notation

−i to speify all agents other than agent i, and zi and z−i to speify the parts of the

system state ontrolled respetively by agent i and agents −i. The system state z an

then be written as z = zi + z−i.

For the joint ations of multiple DSA agents to lead to good overall average reward,

two (often on�iting) requirements must be met. First, we must ensure that a DSA agent

aiming to maximize its own private objetive funtion also leads to maximizing the global

(total ahievable) rewards, so that its long-term average reeived rewards are indeed

maximized. This means that the agents' private objetive funtions (gi(z) for agent i)

need to be �aligned" or �fatored" with the global reward funtion (G(z)) for a given

system state z. Formally, for systems with disrete states, the degree of fatoredness of

a given private objetive funtion gi is de�ned as [2℄:

Fgi =

∑

z

∑

z′ h[(gi(z)− gi(z
′)) (G(z) −G(z′))]

∑

z

∑

z′ 1
(3.1)

for all z′ suh that z−i = z′−i, where h[x] is the unit step funtion, equal to 1 if x > 0, and

zero otherwise. Intuitively, the higher the degree of fatoredness of an agent's objetive

funtion gi, the more likely it is that a hange of state will have the same impat on both
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the agent's (i.e., loal) and the total (i.e., global) reeived rewards. A system is fully

fatored when Fgi = 1.

Seond, we must ensure that eah agent an disern the impat of its own ations

on its private objetive funtion, so that a proper ation seletion allows the agent to

quikly learn about good spetrum opportunities. This means that the agent's private

objetive funtion should be more sensitive to its own ations than the ations of other

agents. Formally, the level of sensitivity or learnability of a private objetive funtion gi,

for agent i at z, an be quanti�ed as [2℄:

Li,gi(z) =
Ez′i

[|gi(z)− gi(z−i + z′i)|]

Ez′
−i
[|gi(z)− gi(z′−i + zi)|]

(3.2)

where E[·] is the expetation operator, z′i's are parts of the system states, ontrolled only

by agent i, that are resulting from agent i's alternative ations at z, and z′−i's are parts of

the system states, ontrolled by agent −i, that are resulting from agent −i's alternative

joint ations. So, at a given state z, the higher the learnability, the more gi(z) depends

on the move of agent i. Intuitively, higher learnability means that it is easier for an agent

to ahieve higher rewards.

3.2 Proposed Objetive Funtions

The hallenge in designing objetive funtions is to �nd the best tradeo�/balane between

the two properties: fatoredness and learnability (disussed in Chapter 3.1). Doing so

ensures that agents an learn to maximize their own objetives while doing so also leads

to good overall system performane, resulting then in inreasing eah agent's long-term

reeived rewards.

Let us �rst visit the behavior of the global reward funtion, illustrated earlier in

Chapter 2.3, so as to provide some intuition on our proposed funtion design. Reall

that when agents set the global reward G as their objetive funtions (i.e., gi = G for

eah agent i), their olletive behaviors did indeed result in inreasing the total system

ahievable rewards (i.e., did result in a fully fatored system), as agents' private objetives

are aligned with system objetive. The issue, however, is that beause G depends on all

the omponents of the system (i.e., all agents), it is too di�ult for agents (using G as

their objetive funtions) to disern the e�ets of their own ations on their objetives,
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resulting then in low learnability rates.

The key observation that leads to the proposed funtions is that by removing the

e�ets of all agents other than agent i from the funtion G, the resulting agent i's private

objetive funtion will have a muh higher learnability level than G does, yet without

ompromising its degree of fatoredness at all; i.e., while still being fully fatored. These

objetive funtions an formally be written as

Di(z) ≡ G(z) −G(z−i) (3.3)

where z−i again represents the parts of the state on whih agent i has no e�et. These

di�erene funtions have been suessfully applied to other domains (e.g., multi-robot

ontrol [3℄ and air tra� �ow regulation [37℄). First, note that these proposed funtions

(Di for agent i) are fully fatored, beause the seond term of Eq. (3.3) does not depend

on agent i's ations. On the other hand, they also have higher learnability than G,

beause subtrating this seond term from G removes most of other agents' e�ets from

agent i's objetive funtion. Intuitively, sine the seond term evaluates the value of

the system without agent i, subtrating it from G provides an objetive funtion (i.e.,

Di) that essentially measures agent i's ontribution to the total system reeived rewards,

making it more learnable without ompromising its fatoredness quality.

By substituting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (3.3), expliitly noting the time dependene t, and

for larity, removing the impliit dependene on the full state z, the funtion Di for agent

i seleting band j at time t an then be written as:

Di(t)=
m∑

k=1

nk(t)rk(nk(t))

−





m∑

k=1,k 6=j

nk(t)rk(nk(t))+(nj(t)−1)rj(nj(t)−1)





= nj(t)rj(nj(t))− (nj(t)− 1)rj(nj(t)− 1) (3.4)

It is important to note that, by taking away agent i from the seond term of the

funtion Di, the terms orresponding to all spetrum bands k, exept the band j that

agent i is using, anel out. This explains why Di, as shown in Eq. (3.4), depends

on band j only. Therefore, the proposed funtion Di is simpler to ompute than the
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global funtion G. More spei�ally and importantly, it is fully deentralized as agents

implementing/using it as their objetives need to gather and share information only with

the agents that belong to the same band. This is one important property among few

others (to be desribed later) that this proposed funtion has.

Let us now formally prove the laims that we made regarding the performanes of

the proposed objetive funtions.

Proposition 3.1 Di is fully fatored.

Proof Di�erentiating both sides of Eq. (3.3) w.r.t. agent i's state zi yields
∂
∂zi

Di(z) =
∂
∂zi

G(z) − ∂
∂zi

G(z−i), whih also yields

∂
∂zi

Di(z) =
∂
∂zi

G(z) sine ∂
∂zi

G(z−i) = 0.

Proposition 3.2 The expeted learnability of Di is higher than the expeted learnability

of G.

Proof We now sketh this proof. From Eq (3.2), the inner term of the numerator of

Di's learnability is equal to Di(z) − Di(z−i + z′i), whih, from Eq. (3.3), an also be

written as G(z)−G(z−i)− (G(z−i + z′i)−G(z−i)) or equivalently as G(z)−G(z−i + z′i).

Hene, the numerator of the learnability is the same for Di and G. Therefore, any

gains in learnability must ome from the denominator. Now, for a state z where agent i

piked band j and a state z′ where it did not, the inner term of the denominator of Di's

learnability is:

DENL,D = Di(z)−Di(z
′
−i + zi)

= njgj(nj)− (nj − 1)gj(nj − 1)

−
(
(n′

j + 1)gj(n
′
j + 1)− n′

jgj(n
′
j)
)

where we dropped the t terms for larity and where n′
k is the number of agents that

hoose band k in the alternate state z′. That is the denominator onsists of two terms,

representing two bands that di�er by only one user. Now, let us fous on the denominator

for the learnability of G for a state z where agent i piked band j and a state z′ where
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it piked band k:

DENL,G = G(z) −G(z′−i + zi)

=

m∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

nlgl(nl)− n′
lgl(n

′
l)

+ nkgk(nk)− (n′
k − 1)gk(n

′
k − 1)

+ njgj(nj) + (n′
j + 1)gj(n

′
j + 1)

Now, here, there are also two terms, representing two bands (j and k) that di�er by only

one user. The expeted magnitude of these values will be the same as those for the only

two terms for DENL,D. However, there are m − 2 terms that di�er by as many as the

total number of agents minus 1. As a onsequene, we have E[DENL,G] >> E[DENL,D]

leading to D having muh higher learnability on average than G.
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Chapter 4: Optimal Agent Distribution

In order to help understand the behaviors and explain the intuition behind the ahievable

performanes of our proposed funtions (to be presented later in Chapter 5), we will begin

by deriving in this hapter the optimal behaviors of the DSA agents. Spei�ally, we will

derive the optimal distribution of agents aross the m available spetrum bands that

leads to the optimal overall ahievable rewards.

Without loss of generality and for simpliity, let us assume that Sj = S for j =

1, 2, · · · ,m. Let n denote the total number of agents in the system at any time. First, note

that when n ≤ m S
Q
, the optimal agent distribution is trivial, whih basially orresponds

to having eah band ontain no more than

S
Q

agents, leading to the maximum possible

overall ahievable rewards (whih equals mS when n = m S
Q
). Therefore, in what follows,

we assume that n > m S
Q
, and we let c = S

Q
, whih denotes the apaity (i.e., maximum

number of agents) of eah spetrum band.

Next, we �rst begin by proving the following lemma, whih will later be used for

proving our main result.

Lemma 4.1 The global/total reeived rewards of a loaded

1

DSA network with a given

number of agents redues less when a new agent joins a more rowded band than when

joining a less rowded band.

Proof Reall that when a band j has n′ > c agents, its reward is Gj(n
′) = n′Qe−β(n

′

c
−1)

.

If a new agent joins this band, the new reward beomes Gj(n
′+1) = (n′+1)Qe−β(n

′+1
c

−1)
.

First, it an easily be shown that when n′ > c ≥ 1, Gj(n
′) > Gj(n

′ + 1); i.e., the reward

when joining band j dereases by ∆j(n
′) ≡ Gj(n

′) −Gj(n
′ + 1). Now we an easily see

that ∆j(n
′) dereases when n′

inreases. Hene, the greater the number n′
(i.e., the more

rowded the band), the smaller the derease in reward.

Proposition 4.2 The optimal agent distribution orresponds to when m− 1 bands eah

has exatly c agents and the m-th band has the remaining n− c(m− 1) agents.

1

Here, we onsider that n is large enough to assume that no band ontains less than the apaity c.
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Proof Let k = n−mc, and let's refer to the agent distribution stated in the proposition

as C. Note that C orresponds to when m− 1 bands eah has exatly c agents and the

other m-th band has the remaining c+ k agents (sine n− c(m− 1) = c+ k).

We proeed with the proof by omparing C with any possible distribution C ′
among

all possible distributions. Let c+ k1 be the number of agents in the most rowded band

in C ′
, c + k2 be the number of agents in the seond most rowded band in C ′

, and so

forth. We just need to deal with the bands that eah ontains more than c agents. If

there are p bands eah ontaining more than c agents, then we know that

∑p
i=1 ki ≥ k.

For eah band having c+ k′ agents, let ǫi be the amount by whih the global reward

is redued when agent i joins the band for i = 1, 2, · · · , k′. From Lemma 4.1, it follows

that ǫi > ǫi+1 > 0, for all i = 1, 2, · · · , k′ − 1.

Note that for the distribution C, the global reward is redued by t =
∑k

i=1 ǫi, and

for C ′
, it is redued by t′ =

∑k1
i=1 ǫi +

∑k2
i=1 ǫi + · · · +

∑kp
i=1 ǫi. It remains to show that

t′ − t > 0 for any C ′ 6= C. We onsider three di�erent senarios:

• k1 > k: Here, we have

t′ − t =

k1∑

i=1

ǫi +

k2∑

i=1

ǫi + · · ·+

kp∑

i=1

ǫi −

k∑

i=1

ǫi

=

k1∑

i=k

ǫi +

k2∑

i=1

ǫi + · · ·+

kp∑

i=1

ǫi

whih is greater than zero.

• k1 = k: In this senario, we have

t′ − t =

k1∑

i=1

ǫi +

k2∑

i=1

ǫi + · · ·+

kp∑

i=1

ǫi −
k∑

i=1

ǫi

=

k2∑

i=1

ǫi + · · · +

kp∑

i=1

ǫi

whih is also greater than zero.
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• k1 < k: In this senario, we have

t′ − t =

k1∑

i=1

ǫi +

k2∑

i=1

ǫi + · · ·+

kp∑

i=1

ǫi −

k∑

i=1

ǫi

=

k2∑

i=1

ǫi + · · · +

kp∑

i=1

ǫi

︸ ︷︷ ︸

part a

−

k∑

i=k1

ǫi

︸ ︷︷ ︸

part b

Sine k1 + k2 + · · · + kp ≥ k, the number of ǫi terms in part a is greater than the

number of terms in part b. From Lemma 4.1, we know that the largest term in

part b is ǫk1 , whih is smaller than the smallest term ǫk2 in part a. Hene, part a

is greater than part b, and thus t′ − t is greater than zero.

In all senarios, we showed that t′ − t > 0. Therefore, the global reward for any dis-

tribution C ′
is smaller than that for the distribution C; i.e., C is the distribution that

orresponds to the maximal global ahievable reward.

The optimal agent distribution that we derived in this hapter leads to the maxi-

mum/optimal per-agent average ahievable rewards. This optimal distribution will help

us, as will be shown in the next hapter, understand and evaluate the performane of our

proposed objetive funtions.
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Chapter 5: Performane Evaluation

In this hapter, we evaluate the e�etiveness of the proposed objetive funtions by

measuring their ahievable rewards, and omparing them with those ahievable under

eah of the two intuitive funtions rj and G.

5.1 Optimality

We �rst begin by onsidering the same experiment that we onduted in Chapter 2.3,

where again the total number of agents is set to 500 and the number of bands is set to

10. In this hapter, we assume that all agents enter and leave the DSA network at the

same time. Also, we ignore the PUs' ativities in this hapter; these ativities will be

onsidered in Chapter 5.5.

Fig. 5.1 shows the per-agent average ahievable reward under eah of the three fun-

tions: intrinsi (gi = rj), global (gi = G), and proposed (gi = Di). Our results show

that the proposed funtion Di outperforms substantially the other two funtions. Ob-

serve that Di ahieves a per-agent average reward of about 0.12, whereas, eah of the

other two funtions ahieves a reward of no more than approximately 0.02. That is, Di

ahieves almost 6 times as muh as eah of the other two funtions does. Another prop-

erty that Di has, and that requires attention is learnability. Observe how quikly the

rewards ahievable under Di reah up their high value. To reap, these obtained results

show that the proposed funtion outperforms the other two funtions in terms of both

optimality and learnability.

5.2 Salability

We now study the proposed funtion with regard to salability. For this, we plot in

Fig. 5.2 the per-agent average ahievable reward under eah of the three studied objetive

funtions when varying the number of agents, n, from 100 to 800 while keeping the number

of bandsm equal to 10. Observe that unlike the funtions rj and G, the proposed funtion
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Figure 5.1: Per-agent average ahieved reward under intrinsi (gi = rj), global (gi = G),
and proposed (gi = Di) funtions: Q = 2, β = 2, Sj = 20 for all j.

Di is highly salable. Note that as the number of agents inreases, Di maintains high

ahievable rewards, whereas the ahievable reward under either of the other two funtions

drops dramatially with the number of agents.

5.3 Agent Distribution

In this hapter, we want to further investigate the behaviors of agents in terms of their

distribution/repartition aross the m available spetrum bands. More spei�ally, we

ompare the atual/measured distribution of agents as a result of using the proposed

objetive funtions with that ideal/theoretial distribution derived in Chapter 4. Reall

that the ideal/theoretial agent distribution, as stated in Proposition 4.2, orresponds to

the repartition that leads to the maximum ahievable rewards.

To illustrate, we plot in Fig. 5.3 the atual, measured distribution of the n = 500

agents aross them = 10 bands at di�erent times (i.e., every 250 episodes) under the three

studied objetive funtions. Note that in the ase of rj (Fig. 5.3(a)) and G (Fig. 5.3(b)),
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Figure 5.2: Per-agent average ahieved reward under intrinsi (gi = rj), global (gi = G),
and proposed (gi = Di) funtions for various numbers of agents: Q = 2, β = 2, Sj = 20
for all j.

agents are (approximately) equally distributed among the 10 bands (≈ 50 agents/band),

and at all times. But when using Di (Fig. 5.3()), 9 bands out of 10 eah ontains about

10 agents, whih represent the apaity c = S
Q
, and the rest (≈ 410 agents) are in the 10th

band. It is important to note that this orresponds to (or very lose to) the optimal agent

distribution that we derived in Proposition 4.2. Thus, the proposed objetive funtion,

Di, when used as an objetive funtion, leads then to a distribution of agents aross

the available bands that is very lose to the optimal agent distribution stated through

Proposition 4.2, whih explains the high performanes that it ahieves.

It is important to mention, as it will beome learer in next hapters, that the most

rowded band (led to under Di) does not always ontain the same set of agents. That

is, agents belonging to this rowded band (whih of ourse o�ers the least per-agent

reward) hange over time, sine agents move aross bands at di�erent time steps. The

fat that agents do not get stuk in the rowded band is an important property of Di,

as it ensures fairness among agents by allowing di�erent agents to reeive approximately
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equal amounts of rewards. This is studied thoroughly in the next hapter.

5.4 Fairness

Fairness is also another important performane metri that we want to evaluate. We

want to assess how fair Di is when ompared with the other two funtions. For this, we

plot in Fig. 5.4 the oe�ient of variations (de�ned as the ratio of the standard deviation

to the mean of the agents' reeived rewards; we use this metri as a means of assessing

the fairness, whih re�ets how lose agents' reeived rewards are to one another) of the

per-agent average reeived rewards under the three studied funtions for various numbers

of agents. First, observe that Di ahieves small oe�ient of variation values, and this

is independent of the number of agents in the system; i.e., even when the number of

agents is large, oe�ient of variation values are maintained low. Seond, note that as

the number of agents inreases, while the oe�ient of variation values are maintained

low under Di, they inrease under eah of the other two funtions (but worse under the

intrinsi funtion than under the global funtion).

Our fairness results, therefore, show that the most rowded band does not always

ontain the same set of agents. In other words, agents do move aross bands as time goes

on. Agent movement aross bands is triggered by the exploration nature of the learning

algorithm, whih fores agents to onstantly rotate aross the di�erent bands, thereby

ensuring fairness among agents by allowing them to reeive approximately equal amounts

of rewards.

Now to further study the fairness of the proposed tehnique, we now look at how

an individual agent's reward behaves over time. For this, we randomly piked three

agents/users (out of 500) and for eah of the three users, we traked the instantaneous

reeived rewards that the user reeives as time progresses. These new results are shown

in Fig. 5.5 for di�erent time sales (1, 2, and 5 aggregated slots). The �gure shows that

eah user does indeed rotate among the bands; that is, users do not get stuk in the worst

band all times. First, observe that users' reeived rewards �utuate (beause users move

aross di�erent bands), but on average all reeive roughly equal rewards. This an be seen

learly in Fig. 5.5() when the rewards of eah individual user are aggregated over eah 5

onseutive slots. The �gure also shows that the reeived reward of a given individual user

stays above the threshold for several onseutive slots but then drops below also for some
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onseutive slots, then goes above and down again, and so on. For example, as shown in

Fig. 5.5(a), user 2's reward stays below the threshold for 2 onseutive slots, then above

for 3 onseutive slots, then below for 1 slot, then above for 1 slot, then below for 1 slot,

then above for 3 slots, et. For ompleteness, we also measured the maximum number of

onseutive time slots during whih the reeived rewards stay below the threshold. For

this experiment, this maximum number (averaged over all users) is about 4 slots.

It is important to mention that for this experiment the system operates around its

maximum apaity, and hene, it may not be possible for all agents/users to meet their

required throughput threshold at all time. What our proposed tehnique tries to do is

to make the best use of the system in terms of the per-user average reeived rewards

as well as fairness, and more importantly, does so distributively. Observe that agents'

reeived rewards �utuate above and below the threshold as time goes on. That is,

the instantaneous throughput that agents reeive may not always be above the required

throughput threshold. However, even when the instantaneous throughput �utuates,

as long as the average throughput (even at higher time sales, not neessarily on a

per time slot basis) is above threshold, the pereived quality an still be aeptable for

appliations like video and audio. Multimedia appliations an overome these short-term

throughput �utuations by relying on existing tehniques suh as resolution adaptation

tehniques, whih adjust playing resolution based on ahievable rates. Therefore, the

proposed tehniques are suitable for multimedia appliations, whih tolerate short-term

throughput variability.

To summarize, we showed that the proposed objetive funtions (i) ahieve high per-

agent average rewards, (ii) are salable as they perform well in small- as well as large-

sale systems, (iii) are learnable as rewards reah up high values very quikly, (iv) are

distributive as they require information sharing only among agents belonging to the same

band, and (v) are fair as they ensure that agents reeive approximately equal rewards.

In the next hapter, we show that these performane qualities still hold when onsid-

ering primary users (PUs)' ativities too.

5.5 PUs' Ativities

In this hapter, we want to investigate how well these obtained results hold when on-

sidering the presene of PUs. We also onsider that agents an hoose to enter and
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leave the network at di�erent independent times. Reall that agents here refer to SUs or

DSA users, and an be viewed as data sessions/�ows that are initiated by SUs, whih

an start and �nish at di�erent times, and independently from one another.

5.5.1 Impat of SUs' tra� behaviors

We �rst begin by studying the impat of SUs' tra� behaviors without onsidering the

presene of primary users. The impat of the presene of primary users will be inves-

tigated in the next hapter. To mimi the agents' dynami behaviors, we assume that

agents (e.g., data sessions) arrive aording to a Poisson proess with arrival rate λ, and

stay in the network for an exponentially distributed duration of mean τ . We use κ = λτ

to designate the SU load, whih essentially represents the average number of agents in

the system. In this hapter, we study the impat of the average length of the period SUs

spend in the system. For this, we �x the average number of agents (i.e., SU load) to

κ = 500 and evaluate the performane of the proposed funtion for di�erent values of the

ratio λ/τ . Reall that for a �xed SU load, the higher the ratio

λ
τ
, the shorter the sessions'

durations. For example, when κ = 500, λ
τ
= 1 implies that the sessions' average duration

τ and arrival rate λ are both equal to ≈ 22.3, whereas λ
τ
= 5 implies that τ = 10 and

λ = 50.

Fig. 5.6 shows the per-user average reeived reward when κ is �xed to 500 but for

various ombinations of λ and τ . Fig. 5.6(a) for λ = 22.3 and τ = 22.3 (i.e.,

λ
τ
= 1);

Fig. 5.6(b) for λ = 50 and τ = 10 (i.e., λ
τ
= 5); and Fig. 5.6() for λ = 100 and τ = 5 (i.e.,

λ
τ
= 20). First, the �gure shows that the proposed funtion outperforms the other two

regardless of the average length of SUs' staying periods. Seond and more importantly,

we observe that as the average duration dereases (that is, as agents spend less and less

time on average in the system), the proposed funtions' ahievable performane dereases

as well. This is merely beause short periods of times will not be enough for the agents

learn, and by the time they start to learn where the best opportunities are, their sessions

end.
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5.5.2 Impat of PUs' tra� behaviors

To mimi PUs' ativities, we onsider that eah band is assoiated with a set of PUs that

enter and leave the band at random times. We model PUs' ativities on eah band as a

renewal proess alternating between ON and OFF periods, representing the time during

whih PUs are respetively present (ON) and absent (OFF). For eah spetrum band j,

we assume that ON and OFF durations are exponentially distributed with means νON
j

and νOFF
j , respetively

1

. In what follows, we use ηj ≡ νON
j /(νOFF

j + νON
j ) to denote the

PU tra� load on spetrum band j. In this experiment, we �x λ/τ to 1, and vary the

average number of agents κ from 250 to 1000; i.e., κ = λτ is varied from 250 to 1000.

Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 show the per-agent average reeived reward under eah of the three

studied objetive funtions for a DSA network with, respetively, 10% and 50% PU tra�

load (i.e., η = ηj = 50% ∀j) while onsidering various numbers of agents in the network:

κ = 500, κ = 750, and κ = 1000. There are three observations that we an make out of

these results. First, observe that regardless of the number of agents in the network, the

proposed funtion Di ahieves (on average) higher rewards than those ahieved under

the other two funtions, and the performane gain inreases with the number of agents

(i.e., the greater the number of agents κ, the greater the performane gain between the

proposed funtion and any of the other two funtions). Seond, note that the ahievable

rewards quikly reah up high values when PUs are not present, but also quikly drop

down to zero as soon as the PUs return to their bands. This explains the observed ups

and downs behavior of the ahievable rewards. Third, note that as the number of agents

(i.e., κ) in the network inreases, the ahievable rewards under the global funtion G or

the intrinsi funtion rj dereases substantially. For example, when the number of agents

equals κ = 1000 (Fig. 5.8()), the ahievable rewards under eah of these two funtions

(G or rj) is almost zero. However, unlike these two funtions, the proposed funtion Di

yields muh higher per-agent average reeived rewards than what the other two funtions

ahieve, and does so even under large numbers of agents (e.g., when the number of agents

equals 750 or 1000). In other words, the proposed funtion is still highly salable even in

the presene of PUs' ativities.

In this work, we also use real data traes [42℄ to evaluate the e�etiveness of the

1

Reall that learners do not atually need prior knowledge of PUs' tra� behavior. Here, the expo-

nential distributions will be used to generate samples so as to be able to mimi the DSA environment.
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proposed tehniques. This data is measured over 60 hannels eah having a bandwidth

of 25kHz, and over a 100-minute time period through spetral measurements of PUs'

ativities in the 850-870MHz band at every 0.01 seond with a frequeny resolution

of 8.333kHz [42℄. Our obtained results show that the proposed funtions outperform

substantially the other methods when also onsidering real PU tra� behaviors, and

these performanes are as good as those obtained when PUs' ativities are mimiked via

simulation as shown in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8.

Therefore, these results on�rm that our proposed oordination tehniques perform

well in the presene of PUs' ativities too, and also in terms of ahievable rewards,

salability, and learnability. In the next paragraph, we show that these proposed funtions

perform well in the presene of PUs' ativities when it also omes to fairness.

In Fig. 5.9, we show oe�ient of variation of the per-agent average reeived rewards

under the three funtions when varying the number of agents from 250 to 1000 for various

PU tra� loads η: Fig. 5.9(a) for η = 10%, Fig. 5.9(b) for η = 30%, and Fig. 5.9() for

η = 50%. Observe that when PUs are present, the proposed objetive funtion ahieves

oe�ient of variation values also lower than those ahievable under any of the other two

funtions, espeially when the number of agents present in the network is large. This is

true, and independent of the PU tra� load. We also observe that oe�ient of variation

inreases with the number of agents when the global funtion G or the intrinsi funtion

rj is used; whereas, it remains low when the proposed funtion is used.

Therefore, in terms of fairness, our results show that the band having the largest

number of agents does not always ontain the same set of agents. That is, agents be-

longing to the rowded band hange over time, as agents move aross bands at di�erent

time steps. Agent movement aross bands is triggered by the exploration nature of the

learning algorithm by exploring new opportunities every one in a while. This onstant

rotation of agents aross the di�erent bands is what ensures fairness among agents by

allowing them to reeive approximately equal amounts of rewards. This is independent of

the number of agents. This explains why the oe�ient of variation under the proposed

funtion does not hange muh with the number of agents.

As for the existing funtions, beause the agents are equally distributed among the

bands under these funtions, all agents will reeive low, but almost equal rewards, yielding

then very low variability (e.g., low variane) of reeived rewards. Now when the number

of agents is low, the average reeived reward is high (less agents will have to share the
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same bands), thereby resulting in a higher oe�ient of variation values. But as the

number of agents inreases, the per-user average reeived reward dereases, explaining

then the observed inrease in the oe�ient of variation values.

To summarize, our results show that the proposed objetive funtions, when used in

pratial, dynami network settings, ahieve good performanes in terms of salability,

learnability, and fairness.
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the 500 agents aross the m = 10 di�erent bands: Q = 2,
β = 2, Sj = 20 for all j. Eah bar orresponds to one band.
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Figure 5.5: Individual agent reward behaviors.
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Figure 5.6: Per-user average reeived reward under Poisson arrival tra� model for κ =
500 and with no PUs tra� (η = 0%).
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Figure 5.7: Per-user average reward under DSA agent tra� with Poisson arrival of

λτ = 1 and with PUs tra� load of η = 10%.
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Figure 5.8: Per-user average reward under DSA agent tra� with Poisson arrival of

λτ = 1 and with PUs tra� load of η = 50%.
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Figure 5.9: Coe�ient of variation (CoV) of per-agent average ahieved reward under

intrinsi (gi = rj), global (gi = G), and proposed (gi = Di) funtions for various PU tra�

loads: Q = 2, β = 2, Sj = 20 for all j.
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Chapter 6: Disussions

6.1 Distributed Funtion Computation Method

One key feature of the proposed tehniques is that agents an implement them by relying

only on information that an be observed and gathered loally. Although the design of

distributed methods for omputing these funtions is in itself a di�erent problem, we

shed some light on it here for ompleteness.

What makes the proposed funtion implementable in a deentralized manner is the

following observation: by taking away agent i from the seond term of Eq. (3.3), the

terms orresponding to all spetrum bands, exept the band that agent i uses, anel

out. This leads to Eq. (3.4). From this equation, note that Di(t) depends only on nj(t),

the number of agents that happen to be ontending with agent i for band j. Hene,

in order to ompute Di, one needs to estimate nj(t) given the information that agent

i observes loally. Now, an agent i using band j an easily measure (without needing

any ollaboration) the amount of throughput/data rates, ai(t), it reeives from using the

DSA system. Thus, assuming that all agents sharing a band will roughly reeive the

same amount of throughput, the number of agents, nj(t), using band j an be estimated

to Sj/ai(t), whih an then be used to estimate/ompute Di. Now when di�erent agents

may reeive di�erent amounts of throughput, the problem an indeed be very hallenging

without any ooperation from the primary network providers/owners. We believe that

eonomial inentives (suh as in [32℄) an be used in this ase to enourage the primary

network providers to reveal suh information to its users.

The design of distributed methods for omputing the proposed funtions is in itself a

di�erent, hallenging problem. A more thorough study of these methods requires good

investigation and assessment of the tradeo�s between the estimation auray and the

inurred overhead due to ooperation. This is left for future investigation.
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6.2 Band Swithing Overhead

Swithing from a spetrum band to another often inurs delay. Suh swithing delay

mainly depends on how far the frequeny band to be swithed to is from the urrent

band, as well as on the sensing delay needed for disovering and loating an available

spetrum band. This delay is inurred every time an agent swithes to a new band

due, for example, to the return of primary users to their bands. During this swithing

proess/delay, an agent has to ease its ommuniation and hene will not be able to send

data, thereby impating/reduing the amount of its reeived throughput. This amount

of reeived throughput is what is used to update the reward funtion. Therefore, the

swithing and sensing delays are indiretly inorporated in the proposed reward model

through the reeived throughput. Although the swithing delay overhead is onsidered

in this work through the reward model itself and hene it should be re�eted in the

performane of the proposed tehniques, other types of overhead like energy and tra�

resulting from the spetrum sensing proess have not been investigated, and are left for

future works.

6.3 Resoure Aess and Sharing Methods

Numerous medium aess ontrol (MAC) protools have been proposed during the last

few years to enable multiple aess in ognitive radio/dynami spetrum aess networks;

[9, 10℄ are just a ouple of (among many) surveys on MAC designs that an be found in lit-

erature. Our proposed oordination tehnique assumes a CSMA/CA-like multiple aess

tehnique. More spei�ally, we rely on our reently proposed and implemented IEEE

802.11-like multihannel MAC protool [27℄. Here, we want to mention that even though

we propose to use a CSMA/CA-like approah, our proposed tehnique is independent of

the MAC protool being adopted by the users, and an be used regardless of the MAC

being used.

That is said, we now want to bring up the following point for the sake of disussion

and ompleteness. We believe that in order to truly enable suessful dynami spetrum

aess, more sophistiated medium aess and sharing approahes are needed. Although

so many MAC design ideas have been proposed over the years for alleviating medium

ontention in ognitive radio networks, most of (if not all) these protools require/assume
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that all SUs deploy the same ommuniation/modulation/medium aess strategy and

poliy (e.g., TDMA, FDMA, CSMA, et). This is of ourse needed so that multiple users

an aess and share the medium among themselves. However, we believe that spetrum

users (or DSA users), as envisioned by the ognitive radio paradigm, will (or at least are

very likely to) be deploying di�erent ommuniation/software tehniques, belonging to

various di�erent tehnology platforms, and using di�erent arhitetures. Therefore, the

assumption that all SUs will be using the same MAC, though seems needed to enable

the sharing of the resoures, is somehow unrealisti. Having an universal MAC that

SUs ought to use if they want to use spetrum opportunistially seems essential and

neessary. SUs an still deploy their home MAC tehnique when ommuniating in their

home networks, but when wanting to exploit spetrum opportunities, they are required

to onform to the universal MAC poliies.
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Chapter 7: Related Work

There have been signi�ant researh e�orts on the development of learning-based teh-

niques that promote e�etive DSA [5, 22, 23, 40℄. In [5℄, the authors propose an approah

for the detetion of spetral resoures based on reinforement learning, allowing the

ognitive radio to selet the most available hannels. In [40℄, a greedy hannel-seletion

strategy and aess poliy are introdued. The proposed tehniques maximize the instan-

taneous reward that SUs reeive from the DSA system, where DSA systems are modeled

as a partially observable Markov deision proess (POMDP). Liu et al. [22℄ propose a

ooperative multiuser approah based on expliit ommuniation between the seondary

users, whih is basially a learning-based approah that involves and relies on the use of

ollision feedbak information to loate good opportunities.

In [17℄, an aution-based framework is developed that allows spetrum users to bid for

primary and seondary aess based on their utilities and tra� demands, and uses the

bids to solve the aess alloation problem. These autions an be set up to maximize

revenue, utilization, and/or e�ieny. In [14℄, the authors propose a game-theoretial

approah with a new solution onept, the orrelated equilibrium. To ahieve this orre-

lated equilibrium, they onstrut an adaptive algorithm based on no-regret learning that

guarantees onvergene. Some proposed solutions for enabling e�etive DSA in ognitive

radio networks adopt market-based approahes in order to e�etively regulate the avail-

able spetrum resoures. It is shown how various entralized and deentralized spetrum

aess market strategies an be designed based on a stohasti game framework, where

SUs an ompete over time for the dynamially available transmission opportunities [41℄.

In [20℄, multiagent reinforement leaning (MARL) is used to allow SUs to learn good

strategies of hannel seletion to avoid ollisions inurred by the lak of oordination,

where eah SU learns how to selet hannels based on its past experiene. Shetty et al. [33℄

propose a non-ooperative and learning-based approah to allow multiple SUs to ahieve

maximal throughput in an unslotted DSA network. They also onsider ollisions among

SUs while making hannel sensing deisions. Unlike these works where the main fous

was on learning- and/or market-based approahes, this work (as well as [12℄, a onferene
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version) instead fouses on the design of oordination tehniques (e.g., e�ient objetive

funtions) that an be used by these learning shemes; i.e., our work omplements these

proposed learning-based approahes.
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Chapter 8: Conlusion

In this thesis, we propose and study salable and distributive objetive funtions that

DSA users an use to loate and exploit the best spetrum opportunities. DSA users an

rely on any learning algorithms to maximize these proposed objetive funtions, thereby

ensuring high performanes in terms of the long-term average reeived rewards. Using

simulations, we show that these proposed funtions (i) ahieve high rewards as they

enable DSA users to reeive high rewards, (ii) are highly salable as they perform well

for small- as well as large-sale DSA networks, (iii) are highly learnable as rewards reah

up near-optimal values very quikly, and (iv) are distributive as they require information

sharing only among users belonging to the same spetrum band.
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